DECISION TREE: NON-EMERGENCY/DEVELOPMENT OR CHRONIC EMERGENCY
(where the program is designed with primarily non-nutritional objectives)

PROGRAMS USING FOOD PRIMARILY FOR NON-NUTRITIONAL PURPOSES

Incentive or Pay

FFW/FFT

Pay

Pay in the context of deficiency

Options:
- Oil + Pulse + SFCS/SFB/SFCM
- Oil + Pulse + Fortified
  flour/milk (amount based on prevailing wage rates)

FOOD INSECURITY

Vulnerable Group Feeding

HIV/TB

Food insecurity with elevated nutritional need

Options:
- Food insecurity

CVC Caretakers

Food insecurity

Options:
- Oil + Pulse + SFCS/SFB/SFCM
  - Oil + Pulse + Fortified
    flour/milk
  - Oil + Pulse + Grains + MNP

Oil + Pulse + Grain

Incentive for attendance

School Feeding

Delivering micronutrients

Options:
- Oil + Pulse + SFCS/SFB/SFCM
  - Oil + Pulse + Fortified Cereal

Preschool Feeding

Allaying short-term hunger

Options:
- On-site Oil + Pulse + Grain

Monetization

Hard Red Winter Wheat,
Red Winter Wheat,
Soft White Wheat, etc.
(NO fortified or Nutritiously Enhanced Products)

Note: FFE, Food for Education and Child Nutrition; F&F, Food for Training; FFW, Food for Work; HEBs, High-Energy Biscuits; MNP, Micronutrient Powder; CVC, orphans and vulnerable children; SFBD, Soy-Fortified Bulgar; SFCM, Soy-Fortified Corn Meal; SF, Soy-Fortified Grits.